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NOBODY OWNS ME
A dream of justice, a fight for love

DIRECTED BY
Kjell-Åke Andersson

PRODUCED BY
Francy Suntinger
Filmlance International AB

CAST
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Sten Ljunggren
Barbro Oborg

FACTS
ORIGINAL TITLE:
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GENRE:
Drama
COUNTRY / LANGUAGE:
Sweden/Swedish
FIRST RELEASE:
November 8, 2013

A story about Lisa growing up with her single father, he works as a hardener in a small Swedish industrial town - a working class hero, her father slowly breaks down by the ruthless time clock. The fight for social change is confronted by the
fear of standing out. Humor becomes a life strategy for a small family during the rise and fall of the “Swedish Middle Way”.
After her parent’s sudden divorce, Lisa stays to live with her father. Despite his self-medication with alcohol, their relationship
grows stronger every day. They are each other’s best friends and they share a conviction: the idea that all people are of equal
value.
But as Lisa grows older she is torn between shame and loyalty. Her father is sinking deeper and deeper into alcoholism and
one day she is forced to choose – leave him or go under herself. Despite all the difficulties and the inevitable betrayal, Nobody
Owns Me is a daughter’s deeply touching declaration of unconditional love for her father, and a promise to pick up the fight for
what is right.

SOUND:
Dolby 5.1
FORMAT:
1:2,39
DURATION:
109 min

CONTACT
FESTIVAL

DIRECTOR - KJELL-ÅKE ANDERSSON
Kjell-Åke Andersson, born 1949 in Malmö, studied drama, theater and film at the University of
Lund. 1975-1977 he studied photography at Stockholm Academy of Dramatic Arts.

CREDITS NOT CONTRACTUAL

Between the years 1978-84, Kjell-Åke worked at Tiger Film, the company he founded with
producer Börje Hansson (“The Hypnotist”) and director Kjell Sundvall (“The Hunters”, “False
Trail”). The cooperation resulted in many praised and talked about features for TV.
As a script writer and director he has made the features “Friends” (1988), based on a play by
Kobo Abe, the critically acclaimed and box-office hit ”My Big Fat Father” (1992), the multiaward winning feature ”Christmas Oratorio” (1996), ”Family Secrets”(2001), The Wallander
film ”Before the Frost”(2005) and ”Somewhere Else”(2011).
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